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For most Americans Valerie Jarrett, senior adviser to President Barack Obama, remains largely an

unknown. To DC Insiders, she has positioned herself as the true power in the Oval Office – a woman

who, like the President, has direct links to the Muslim world, both past – and present.

Weeks after widespread Middle East  chaos first erupted, and with a growing number of nations now

poised to join the likes of Egypt and Libya into all out rebellion, some are finally questioning the role

played by the Obama White House in helping to hasten these events. Of primary concern is the

reasoning behind Barack Obama’s quick repudiation of Egypt’s Mubarak, and near silence regarding

Libya’s Gaddafi. Why such a disparity in tone between one uprising vs another? As was noted in a

previous report, Mubarak, though certainly a dictator of some 30 years in power, was , outside of

Israel, America’s strongest ally in the Middle East. Gadaffi was instead a 40 year enemy of the

United States – a figure engaged in terrorism, and repeated anti-American rhetoric. And yet, within

hours of the Egyptian uprising, Obama demanded Mubarak step aside, while days went by during the

Libyan uprising, and Obama said nothing.

Perhaps the answer to this disparity can be found with President Obama’s closest and most powerful

adviser – Valerie Jarrett.
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Despite the information being easily accessed, most Americans are likely still unaware that Valerie

Jarrett was born in Iran, and spent her first five years in that country. Like Barack Obama, Jarrett’s

initial experience was not as an American, but an American/Muslim hybrid. According to an

American Spectator report in August of 2008, the Obama campaign had initiated an

aggressive program to hide Jarrett’s Iranian background. This program received significant help from

certain media figures who were only too happy to comply with the Obama camp’s request that

Jarrett’s Middle East ties were not made a public matter – even as Iranian.com declared Jarrett its

“Iranian of the Day” that same month of August. Also during that same time period , Barack Obama

admitted to the New York Times that, “I trust her (Jarrett) to speak for me, particularly when

we’re dealing with delicate issues” and that he ran every important  decision by her first.

Jarrett’s family history is rife with radical ties, including those of her father-in-law Vernon Jarrett, a

supporter of such communist-American icons of the 1940s as Langston Hughes. Vernon Jarrett was

the strongest link to Chicago’s Hyde Park environment that would be of such great influence on

Valerie Jarrett, and then through her, shape both Barack and Michelle Obama’s adult outlook upon

American and its place in the world. Again largely ignored by the media in 2008, Chicago’s Hyde

Park was home to such radical figures as the socialist Arnold Wolf , an anti-Israel rabbi (yes, those do

in fact exist) who had pushed for increased support for the terrorist PLO. At around that same time

Rabbi Wolf was also deeply involved with the Chicago Communist Party. Mr. Wolf declared in a

2008 Chicago Sun Times interview of other Hyde Park elites’ excitement over the political potential

of a young Barack Obama a decade earlier, declaring they believed to have found in Obama,  “A guy

who could sell our product, and sell it with splendor!”

Some of those other Hyde Park leftist elites excited over the prospects of Barack Obama included

domestic terrorists turned educators Bill Ayers and Bernardine Dorn, Tony Rezko, (a Syrian-American)

 Democrat Socialist member Jackie Grimshaw, Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakahn, and yes -

Valerie Jarrett, already a central player in the Daley-run Chicago political machine, and prior to

that , a member of the Harold Washington mayoral administration. Washington too was deeply

involved with what some have described as the Chicago Communist Network.  Within just a few short

years of having been introduced to these radical Chicago figures, Barack Obama found himself as a

newly elected State Senator, an author of a highly publicized book (though his own past showed

little evidence of having a proclivity for writing, unlike his close neighbor Bill Ayers) and on an

astonishing fast-track to national politics , all the while being guided/programmed by the Iranian-

born Valerie Jarrett.

So this brings us to more recent events in the Middle East, and the seemingly

contradictory message coming out of the Obama White House regarding uprisings throughout that

region – and the influence of the Muslim Brotherhood both on those uprisings, and the muddled

response of President Obama.

In Egypt, the Muslim Brotherhood was constantly rebuked by the Mubarak regime – a regime that had

for decades helped keep the peace between the Muslim world and Israel. Within hours of an uprising

breaking out, President Barack Obama, who admitted every decision he makes is first run by Valerie

Jarrett, spoke out against longtime American ally Hosni Mubarak and demanded the longtime Egyptian

ruler step aside. It is in Egypt where the Muslim Brotherhood was founded, though since that time it

has spread its considerable influence throughout the Muslim world. President Obama’s very public

stance against Mubarak was in stark contrast to uprisings a year earlier in Iran (the birthplace of

Valerie Jarrett) that saw a tepid response from the Obama administration – nary a word was spoken

against the Iranian regime, or support given to the cause of the protesters.

Then came Libya, and again, similar to the lack of response President Obama had given to the Iranian

uprising of a year earlier, and in stark contrast to the strong response given just a week prior

regarding Egypt, Barack Obama said nothing. No words of support. No condemnation of Libya and

its 40-year ruler Muammar Gaddafi, a man who had long supported terrorist attacks against America

for decades – much like his Iranian counterparts.
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So in essence, the Obama administration’s almost immediate response toward Hasni Mubarak, a

figure who had been an essential ally to the United States in the always-volatile region of the Middle

East , was to demand he relinquish power in favor of the uprising – an uprising largely manufactured

by the Muslim Brotherhood. But in the case of Libya, a nation long ruled by an anti-American state-

sponsored terrorism madman, the Obama administration remained all but silent – much as it had

done with Iran, also a nation that remains a bastion of anti-American terrorist activities. Surely

these responses, or lack thereof, were manufactured at least in part by Valerie Jarrett, the figure

President Obama admits he seeks approval from regarding all decisions.

Ah, and now the plot thickens even further, for just this week, Kamal al-Halbavi, a senior member of

the Muslim Brotherhood gave a statement indicating his organization’s strong approval of the Iranian

government for its “role in consolidating unity and solidarity among the Muslim countries throughout

the world.”  Al -Halbavi went on to also directly praise the leadership of Iranian President Mahmoud

Ahmadinejad, the very figure who has repeatedly declared the need to destory Israel, boasted of

being able to recruit “hundreds of suicide bombers a day”, and the belief that Islam’s intent is to

“rule the world.”

A 2010 New York Times article cited the following regarding the Obama administration’s ever

increasing involvement with Muslim groups – led of course by Iranian-born Valerie Jarrett:  Muslim

and Arab-American advocates have participated in policy discussions and received briefings from

top White House aides and other officials on health care legislation, foreign policy, the

economy, immigration and national security. They have met privately with a senior White House

adviser, Valerie Jarrett.

Perhaps it is simple coincidence that the Muslim Brotherhood was given broad support by the Obama

administration it its attempts to overthrow longtime American ally Hasni Mubarak in Egypt. And

perhaps it is yet more coincidence that  the Obama administration then remained largely silent when

a similar uprising took place in Iran. And yes, it must be yet more coincidence that at the same

time the Iranian-born Jarrett-led Obama administration was giving scant support to the protests in

Iran, the Muslim Brotherhood was declaring its continued support for the Iranian regime and its

radical anti-American president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, calling Ahmadinejad, “…the bravest man in

the Muslim world.” The very man whose government has slaughtered vast numbers of its own people

in order to keep them subservient.

But what of Libya you say? President Obama did finally speak out in support of the uprising in Libya,

more than a week after those protests began. These statements were read by Barack Obama on

February 23rd. Guess what group spoke for the first time in support of the Libyan uprising just a day

prior to Obama’s own words?  The Muslim Brotherhood – they did not give their own official support

for the uprising until February 22nd – and only until after that statement from the Muslim

Brotherhood came out did Barack Obama personally speak to the issue.

But of course, this is all just more coincidence layered upon more coincidence…right?
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